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• Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a rare, debilitating, and progressive 
disease associated with substantial morbidity and mortality.1 

• The clinical and economic burden of PAH is reflected in part by 
hospitalizations, which are poor prognostic signs and markers of mortality.2,3  

• No studies have evaluated the impact of endothelin receptor antagonists 
(ERAs) on PAH-related hospitalizations in a Medicare population.   

• Medicare provides insurance coverage for 58% of patients treated for PAH in 
the United States.4 

● ●

• The purpose of this study was to model the cost savings due to avoided 
hospitalizations and decreased length of hospital stay (LOS) with macitentan 
use from a Medicare payer perspective. 

• A decision tree model structure was used to estimate PAH-related 
hospitalizations and costs associated with the use of macitentan or placebo in 
a hypothetical Medicare population over a 1-year timeframe.  

• The model estimated the cost offsets associated with macitentan through a 
comparative cost determination framework (Figure 1). 

‒ The patients with placebo were allowed to have background therapy 
(with phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors [PDE-5is] and/or inhaled 
prostanoids) in the base case. 

‒ The base case included all PAH patients who may have been treated with 
an ERA, as in the SERAPHIN trial; no distinction was made regarding 
background therapy, functional class, etc. 

• Published data on the epidemiology of PAH were used for the incidence and 
prevalence of PAH.5,6   

• SERAPHIN trial data informed mortality and PAH-related hospitalization rates 
for placebo and macitentan 10 mg.7 

• The model incorporated FDA-approved dosing regimens, costs for PAH 
treatments, and unit costs of PAH-related hospitalization for Medicare 
($18,994) (Table 1).3  

• The model assumes constant annual all-cause mortality (2.6%) and PAH-
related hospitalization probability (19.43%) for patients receiving placebo.8   

• In the placebo and macitentan cohorts, 60% and 62% of patients, 
respectively, were also receiving PDE-5is, which was included in the model.7  

• Averted number of hospitalizations and total total hospital days were 
calculated for the population.   

‒ Total hospital days includes averted hospitalizations as well as 
reductions in the LOS.  

• In a hypothetical Medicare plan of 48,365,000 participants who are over 65 
years of age, 3352 PAH (3240 prevalent, 112 incident) patients would be 
candidates for treatment with macitentan (Figure 2). 

• Intervention with macitentan would result in a 50% reduction in 
hospitalizations (326 fewer) in one year and $6,194,085 in hospitalization-
related savings (Table 2).  

• Total population days in the hospital would be reduced by 76% from 10,874 
days to 2562 days for patients on macitentan due to the combined effect of 
averted hospitalizations and reduced LOS (Table 2). 

• This analysis does not distinguish between an initial hospitalization and 
readmission; published evidence suggests that readmissions could be more 
costly and are relatively common.3 

• By limiting our focus on hospitalizations, this analysis does not account for 
other types of downstream costs for patients who have had a hospitalization 
including: readmission, rehabilitation services, additional PAH therapies, or 
referral for transplantation. Thus, the potential real-world benefit of reducing 
hospitalizations will be greater than those presented in the current model. 

• Although, there were no observed overall differences in safety or effectiveness 
between subjects over 65 years of age and those younger than 65 in the 
SERAPHIN trial,7 the model does not take into account age-related differences 
or comorbidities that may exist in a Medicare population. 

• Cost of hospitalizations and length of stay is substantial in an over 65-year-
old Medicare population treated for PAH.  

• Macitentan helps reduce total hospital days as well as number of PAH-related 
hospitalizations.  

• This finding is relevant as Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services work to 
reduce LOS and potentially unnecessary hospitalizations.  

• Additionally, a reduction in the number of hospitalizations and LOS may help 
decrease the physical, financial, and psychosocial burden of PAH from a 
patient’s perspective as well as the need for subsequent rehabilitation services 
and rehospitalizations.  

• Identify real-world hospitalization rates for initial and subsequent admissions 
in a generalizable setting, by PAH therapy. 

• Identify and estimate downstream costs related to the need for 
hospitalization, including readmission, rehabilitation, and/or treatment 
changes. 
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